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The meeting ,,"SS called to order at 11 a.m.

AGEUDA ITEH 5 (continued)-----
Q~~TION OF PALESTINE

Hr. COR~ DA COSTA (Brazil): Less than t""o years ago ~re assembled

in this same hall to consiaer the "question of Palestine". Since then· this

problem has been ~onstantly examined by the Security Council and the General

Assembly, without much success. None the les~, I dare say there is still time for

action althouBh, by no"" decisions must be promptly taken.

As is well known, the situation in the occupied Arab territories has

done nothinG but deteriorate, and at a faster rate than could have been expected.

In addition to a succession of crises which have for long bedevill~o

the area, "re are no"., confronted "nth ne"r and disturbing events ~ about ,,·rhich

we are deeply concerned. It seems as if the issues relatinG to the peaceful

existence and future of the Palestinian people are doomed to be perpetuated,

not,rlthstanding countless resolutions of the United Nations Which rightly

reflect the international consensus.

Time and again ~ delegation pas joined others in exnressing its disapproval

of the continuation of a situation Which is so fragile. And '''e have done so not

only. because we are firmly convinced that a·peacef.ul settlement of the situation

in' Palestine has to be urgently found., in order to put an end to the present

state of instability, but, above all, because the Palestinian peo~le, like all

other peoples) cannot be deflected from their inalienable right to

self~determinationand statehood, within the frameuorlr. of a lasting peace.

I do not "'Tant to repeat facts "rell known by each' !rtember in this

hall and, consequently, I shall refrain from citing all the resolutions

adopted b~r the Security Council and the General Assembly on this ma.tter -. and

,,,e must confess, adorted to little avail. However. all of us .- or most of us 

can vividly recollect the hours spent in negotiations. But, unlike some

"rho think that this work ",ss \lllfruitful or a "Taste of time, or even that

it ,,~a.s .1ust a ~o1ay to gather IlIa,joritiel?, we feel that to resort fully to the

mechanisms of the United Nations is the only alternative to the use of force.
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(Vir. ~oI'rea Da Costa, Brazil)
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For years Brazil has been restating its position on this issue.

Thus, I should like to rc:call the irords of the Hinister for E:;.'ternal

Relations of Brazil when he addressed the thirty-sixth session of the

General Assembly, to the erfect that there are four indispensable conditions

for peace:

!' • •• the complete idthdrai,ral of occupation forces from all Arab

territories j the exercise (:>r the right or the Palestinian people

to return to Palestine and the recognition of their ri~,ht to selr-determination,

independence and sovereienty~ the participation of the Palestine Liberation

Organization (PLO) in the peace negotiations~ and the reco~nition of the

ripftt of all States in the rer,ion to live in peace within recognized

borders. :l (A/36/PV. 5 ~ p. 13 -.15)

Hor should it be forr,otten that t'o these essential foundations,

basic as they are, ire must add the ideas contained in operative paragraph 5

of Security Council resolution 465 (1980), concerning the leaal validity of

n1easures talten in relation to Palestinian and other Arab territories, including

Jerusalem.

In our relentless pursuit of peace, we should not forget that peace is

~rithin our reach as long as ire are determined to achieve it. The path may be

tortuous, long or difficult, but i're must persist. By protracting it,

lre rislt serious confrontations cou3uring up images of de~th and

destruction, which 'tore are only too anxious to forGet.

It is rrw strongest hope and that or JTGr Government that i-re shall not let

this opportunity slip through our fingers. Quite to the contrary, we must

grasp it with determination.

IvIr. ~ (German Democratic Republic): The resuIiIption of the seventh

emergency special session became ur3ently necessary in vie~r of the persistent

refusal of Israel to carry out the decisions adopted by the Unite(l Nations on

the Middle East and the Palestine question and, in particular, in view of

the new escalation of Israel's policies, which imperil peace.

The delegation of the German Democratic Republic is convinced that under

your able guidance, Hr. President, this special session ~Till take a successful course.
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(Mr. Ott. German Democratic Republic)

It is now almost two years since the General Assembly at the first part of

its seventh emergency special session took important decisions with a view to

implementing the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people.

Through the adoption of resolution ES-7/2 by the vote of an overwhelming

majority of United Nations Member States, the key elements for a settlement of

the question of Palestine - like the right of the Palestinian people to return to

their homE~, their right to self-determination and to the establishment of

their own independent sovereign State - were underscored. At the same time

Israel was called upon to start before 15 November 1980 its complete and

unconditional withdrawai from all Palestinian and other Arab territories

occupied since 1967, including Jerusalem.

However, today we are confronted with the fact not only that has Israel

unscrupulously disregarded the demands contained in resol~tion ES-7/7, but

that also in provocative defiance of international law it has dangerously

escalated its policy of aggression and oppression.

There is a long list of acts of aggression, annexation and terrorism

perpetrated by Israel since the convocation of the seyenth emergency special

session in 1980. They range from the internationally illegal annexation of

Jerusalem and of the Syrian Golan Heights, the act of piracy against Iraqi

facilities for the peaceful use of nuclear energy and criminal incursions into

Palestinian refugee camps, villages and towns in Lebanon~ to the acts of

violence perpetrated by the Israeli rulers against the elected Palestinian

mayors and municipal councils of El Bireh, Nablus and Ramallah and onslaughts

against important historical and religious shrines in Jerusalem, which were

denounced only a few days ago by the Security Council. All this is

accompanied by brutal terrorist acts of the occupation regime against the

Palestinian people, including undisguised murder.

The German Democratic Republic resolutely condemns the Israeli policy of

unconcealed plunder and State terrorism, planned with a long-term view, against

the Arab population as a grave violation of human rights and as posing a constant

t:"' 'eat to peace in the Middle East region and throughout the world. An

ever-increasing number of States rightly demand that, in accordance with the

Charter of the United Nations, effective measures be taken to force Israel to

cease its dangerous policy.
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(Mr. Ott. German Democratic Republic)

Both in the course of this debate and "before the United Na.tions Spcurity

Council, the representatives of many States have warned that the Israeli polic:'l

is aimed at the complete annexation of all Palestinian and .4rab t~rritories

illegally occupied since 1967. That pOlicy is designed not only to deprive

the Palestinian people of its alienable rights, but also, as a first step,

to crush the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), the only legitimate

rep~e~entative of the Palestinian people. Beyond that, the question is ever

more often asked w'hether the Israeli rulers have set themselves the r,oal of

physically annihilating Palestinians on a mounting scale and in this vTS:Y of

bringing about a so-called lisolution" to the question of Palestine.

It has been rightly pointed out time and aga.in that the provocative course

of action taken by the Israeli leaders in their defiant attitude towards the

international conwunity does not exist in isolation but must be seen in the

context of the aggravation of the international situa,tion ce,.used by im:neria.list

forces.

At a time when the most reactionary forces of imperialism are spurring the

fateful course of confrontation and super-armament, when ranking politicians of

the United States are seeldne to accustom mankind to the possibility of A. nuclea.r

war, when the imperialist pOlicy of blaclcrnail and threats gives rise to

new hotbeds of crisis in the world - at tha.t very time Israel sets out to

hasten the implpJUentation of its expansionist designs in the Middle East.

Thus the current escalation of the Israeli policy of aggression and

oppression is obviously only the prelude to yet another large-scale act of

international piracy.

Followinr, a tremendous Israeli military build-up along the border of

southern Lebanon, the Israeli aGgressor has n01f broken the nine-month-long

cease-fire and launched another attack upon Lebanon. Using combe.t ple.nes

supplied by the United States, the Israeli agr,ressor for hours hombed peaceful

Lebanese villages, indiscriminately killing men, women and children and

causing heavy material damage.

The delegation of the German D~mocratic Republic shares the deep concern

of all peace-loving States and peoples that what is already an explosive

situation in that region is thus drifting towards a dangerous deterioration,

moving the •.,orld nearer the threshold of anew, devastating IvIiddle Ea.st i.,ar.

I
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(~ ott, German Democr~tic Republic)

In this connexion the dele~ation of the German Democratic Republic wishes to

draw specia.l attention to the fact that Israel is receiving comprehensive

political, military and economic support and assista.nce from the United States.

Hot only does this place Israel in a position to be able arrogantly to defy all

norms of international Imf and constantly to violate the Charter of the United

Nations~ but it is also becoming increasingly clear that the so-called strategic

alliance betwen the United States and Israel provides direct encouragement

to Israel to continuously intensify its policies of aggression and annexion.

The facts prove that an all-eIllbra.cing, just and, above all, peaceful solution

to the Middle East conflict does not fit in with the global concept of the

United States of America. Rather, the principal imperialist Power is anxious

to reinforce its military presence in the fliddle East and in South··Hest Asia

and to extend its course of confrontaxion and competitive armament to the

States in that area. Obviously, this is also the reason why during the

last felv days and weel~s the United States has sevex'al times used its veto in

the Security Council to provide protection to the Israeli aggressor.

Hith this policy the United States is assuming a heavy burden of

responsibility for another dangerously sharpening of the situa.tion in the

Middle East.

The German Democratic RepUblic emphatically supports those ,Yarning voices

tha.t advocate a return to the collective search for an all-embracing solution to

the Middle East conflict on a. just and realistic basis. The Isra.eli drive

for expansion and aggression should give way to reason, a sense of re~lism

and the vall to live in peace with the Palestinian people and all other Arab

neighbours.
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(~~. Ott, Ger.man Democratic Republic)--------_.._-_. .. .~_... .-,..._-
For more than five years the international community has been in

possession of a proeramme of action for the implementation of the inalienable

rights of the Palestinian people -. for example. in the form of the

reco~nendations of the United Nations Con~ittee on palestinian rights,

which at its thirty-first session the United Nations General Assembly

confirmed by its resolution 31/20 of 2 N~~ember 1976.

The delegation of the German Democratic Republic therefore supports

the request contained in the communique on the Lxtraordinary Meeting of

the Co-ordinating Bureau of the Non~~igned Countries held in Kuwait this

month that the United I~tions Security Council endorse those recommendations.

All peace-loving forces are following with greC'.t sym.pathy the pO'Herful

militant actions taken by the Palestinian population in the occupied

Palestinian territories against terrorism j r~pression and the deprivation

of rights. The front of those "Tho support the Palestinian people in its

just struggle keeps broadeninG'

The German Democratic Republic ~ W'llich has from the very beGinning

felt closely linked with the Palestinian liberation stru~gle, assures the

Palestinian people of its unqualified solidarity) especially at this time.

This principled position was underscored by the first official State

visit to the German Democratic Re1,ublic last month of the Chairman of the

Executive COIUfIlJ.ttee of the Palestine Liberation Organization, Yasser Arafat, and

by the a~reement on that occasion to raise the status of the Palestine

Liberation Organization office in the German Democratic Republic to that

of an embassy.

On the occasion of that visit of friendship the Chairman of the German

Democratic Republic State Council, Erich Honecker, reaffirmed the principled

position of the German Democratic Repl'olic on the lluddle East and the Palestine

question when he stated the following:

;'The complete -..Tithdra"Tal of Israel from all occupied territories

and the realization of the inalienable rights of the Arab people of

Palestine. inclUding its right to return to its homes, its right to

self··determination and the establishment of an independent State are

indispensable prerequisites for peace and security in the i4iddle East.
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(Hr. Ott "_ Ge~!!!§t!1_Dem9.crati£l Republic)

This demand has the su.;.:>port of the socialist countries and the non-·alignf::d

States as well as of many sober-mindedpoliticans in the imperialist

countries. We regard the calling of an international conference with

the equal participation of all sides as a realistic .and timely approach

to eliminating the hotbed of crisis in the ~liddle East. This must

include~ as a matter of course~ the Palestine Liberation Organization

as the legitimate representative of the Palestinian people.;;

I assure the Assembly that the German Democratic Republic will continue

to take an active stand for the just cause of the oppressed people of

Palestine.

I~U:. KOHATINA (Yugoslavia): Hr. President) allm·T me to express the

hope that under your skilful guidance the General Assembly will in the

second part of this important session adopt stands which will give

a strong inlpulse to the over-all efforts of the international community

aimed at solving the Palestinian question and thus create conditions for

the settlement of the whole problem of the Middle East crisis.

By resolution ES·7/2 of 1980 the General Assembly defined the most

important components of the Palestinian question and gave the basis for

solving it, and determined the foundations for a lasting; cOMplete and

just peace in the I.addle East. That resolution~ like many other General

Assembly documents and Security Council decisions on the Middle East~ has

regrettably remained unimplemented.

However, if anytbing has chan~ed in the Middle East since that time

it has been for the ',mrse, and that has adversely affected, above all, the

position of the people of Palestine.
The main causes of the situation are the unchanged Israeli polic:r of

aggression and annexation of foreign territories by force, violation of

the already minimal rights of the population under occupation, and above

all denial of the inalienable national rights of the Palestinian people

to self~·determinationand national independence.

Furthermore, illusions are still entertained that lasting results can

be achieved without the fulfilment of the national aspirations of the

Palestinian people or even by opposing them. Steps which circumvent or
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in;nore the ever-more-rarely·~(l.isputedfact that the Question of Palestine is the

~ssence of the J~ddle Foast crisis are basen on suc~ illusions.

The mass protest of the Palestinian population in the \'Test Bank has

once again shOrm that the policy of force and aGgression has not broken,

nor can it break, the will of the Palestinian people to live in freedom and

independence. This message should be understood by all. including those

few who support Israel or upon ~nl0se support Israel has based its policy of

expansion, which constitutes a permanent tllreat to peace in that region and

beyond.

The struggle of the Palestinian people has become part of contemporary

history as an example of persistence in liberation struggle. In spite of

great temptations they have not only not given up; in their se~rch for liberation,

their morale is rising. Their struggle denies aggression and energetically

defends their rigl~ to independence and freedom~ and it is therefore of

universal significance. It is a livinc; example of the political will and

national conscience Wllich open up moral perceptiveness and strategic horizons.

Their GtrGn~th lies neither in their nurr~er nor in thnir &rrr.~reGnts but in

their resolve to defend their national identity. They have not met

terrorism with terrorism but with the overt struggle of a subjugated people,

and for that reason they have deserved the widest sup~ort.

The intensified Israeli policy of agGression is making that mest

dangerous hotbed of crisis in the world even more acute. In its substance

this crisis involves the basic principles of international

relations. 'Therefore it is not surprisin~ that developments in

international relations are reflected on the Middle East and vice versa.

The complexity and ~ravity of this crisis constitute the most direct

threat to the world situation in general.

The situation is becoming worse, with the General Assembly considerin~

tllis acute ~uestion ir conditions of deteriorated international relations

caused by intensified bloc confrontations in the arms race and the attempts to

enlarge existing spheres of influence and to acquire new ones.

That is reflected in the frequent use of force by means of various

forms of interference and pressure and interventions against the independence,
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territorial integrity and sovereignty of mostly economically and militarily

l1eak countries. That development prevents the solution of the present foci

of crisis and leads to the concentration of the military potential therein;

it promotes the creation of new and even more dangerous zones of

confrontation and possible armed conflicts, with unforeseeable consequences.

Because of the develo~rnent of the situation in the region and in the world

as a whole, the question of Palestine is entering a phase in which many of

its elements are reaching a turnins-point and facinr: the international

conununity with a very decisive test of 'Till--power and courage.

It is not only a question of the moral obligation that stems from

the fact that 30 years ago the world Organization took the responsibility of

solving the question of the fundamental national rights of the Palestinian

people) in addition: the elimination of this most dangerous hotbed of war

is indispensable in the interests of peace and the security of us all,

because what is happellins no,,, in the Middle East vTill inevitably lead to

a conflict the direct and long-·term consequences of l.hich lie shall all have

to bear.
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(Mr. Komatina. Yu~oslavia)

This is illustrated by such facts as the annexation of the Syrian Golan

Heights, which f0llm-led shortly after the annexation of Jerusalem and the

extent of w'hich is still not kno~m~ the situation in south Lebanon, where

the most recent aggressive attacks prelude a ne~-l large-scale aggression;

the dissolution of elected bodies and the removal. of Palestinian and Arab

officials in the Hest Bank and the measures of reprisal against the population

there. The most recent examples include the obliteration of the national,

historical and religious character of Jerusalsn and the flagrant sacrilege

perpetrated against the holy sites of the A1 Aqsa Hosque and the Dome o.f

the Rock.

There are, ho~.,ever, encouraging sir.::;ns in the ~-lhole situation. The

ever-more numerous signs of the evolution of the recognition by the international

community of the basic constants in the Palestinian problem and their significance

for the solution of the Middle East crisis in general are undoubtedly

positive phenomena. That is, there would be almost

no dilemma if the withdrawal of Israel from all Arab territories occupied

since 1967, the recognition and realization of the inalienable national

rights of the Palestinian people and the guarantee of the right of all peoples

and countries in the region to a peaceful and secure life were

acknowledged to be the only possible ani acceptable basis for a lasting peace in

the !.Iiddle East.

The recognition of the legitimate right of the Palestine Liberation

Organization to represent the Palestinian people is also widely accepted,'

as is the fact that without that recognition the peace process in that region

cannot be successfully launched. An ever·~greater number of counties,

international bodies and organizations have established, and maintain,

relations characteristic of the relations between sovereign States with the

Palestine Liberation Organization, .n1ich has affirmed itself as a constructive

member of the international co~~unity.
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The development of the situation in and around the I1iddle East, primarily

in conneJ:ion with the unsolved question of Palestine, leads to the

conclusion that today more than ever before, urgent and firm action by the

United Nations is necessary for the solution of this increasinGly acute

focus of crisis in the world.

~bis was clearly pointed out in the programme of action of the non-aligned

countries contained in the final communique of the recent Ministerial Meeting

on Palestine of the Co··ordinating Bureau of Non-Aligned Countries held in

Km·rait. At that meetinG the non-aligned policy of support for the legitimate

rie;hts of the Palestinian people and for the endeavour to create the conditions

for a lasting and just peace in the Middle East was expressed.

Of Great significance in this context are those parts of the programme

of action which call on the Secretary-General to undertake as soon as possible

appropriate steps to initiate contacts with all parties involved in the

Arab·-lsraeli conflict in the Middle East, with the aim of finding a concrete

way to achieve a comprehensive, just and lasting solution in accordance 'Hith

the principles of the Charter of the United Nations and relevant United Nations

resolutions, and which state that the Security Council should recognize the

inalienable rights of the Palestinian people, declare the annexations null

and void and apply mandatory sanctions against lsreal. The resumption

of this special session is the reslut of action by the non-aligned countries.

Such an approach by the non-ali~ned countries is another confirmation

of the fact that they were and have remained the nost reliable supporters

of the Palestinian and other Arab peoples in their strugGle for the realization

of their fundamental national and other rights. At the sro~e time, they are

the most consistent defenders of those principles which can constitute the

basis for a solution to the question of Palestine through the elimination of

faits accomplis carried out by force and the recognition of the right of all

peoples and all countries to live in peace and sect~ity.
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Non-aliened and socialist Yugoslavia, which condemns any policy of

aegression, has ahrays pe,id particular attention to the question of Palestine.

Otrr position concerning the solution to that problem has always basically

proceeded from the need to find 1·rays to realize the just aspirations of

the Palestinian people and to find a solution to the Middle East crisis on

the following bases: the with0xalial of Israel from all Palestinian and

other Arab territories occupied since 1967, including Jerusalem; the realization

of the inalienable right of the Palestinian people to self··determination,

inclUding the right to the creation of their 01n1 State: the reCOGnition of

the Palestine :::'iberation Organization as the sole legj"N,nate representative

of the Palestinian people and of its rie:ht to Pt?·.l. uJ.cipate on an equal footing

in all efforts aimed at finding a solution to the I'1iddle East crisis; the

assurance of the rights of all peoples and countries in the re~ion to live

and develop in security; and the active role of the United Nations in the

implementation of all decisions relating to this issue.

lIe shall~ for our part, continue to support every effort and all actions

in that direction.

Hr. BARAHYAl".JPUZA. (Durundi) (interpretation from French): Durine

this resumed seventh emergency special session on the question of

Palestine, ue are all w'itnesses to the continuing tragedy of the

Palestinian people. That people has been subjected dailY to brutal

repression thrOUGh the occupation and expropriation of its lands and

property.

The bloody tragedy 1fhich today is devastating the Middle East derives

from IsraelIs constant refusal to abide by the many resolutions of the

General Assembly of the United Nations on the question of Palestine .. resolutions

which call upon it to allow this neighbouring people to enjoy its ina~ienable

rights to its homeland and fully to exercise its rights.
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(Ur.. BaranYanduza. Burupj.i)

Israel's unwillinc;ness to co-operate, as "ell as its intransigence and

ever-growing aggressiveness, have created a situation in which all the efforts

undertal~en by our Organization have not been able to meet w·ith the desired

success. Some recognize, however, that Israel's boldness in its expansionist

policy is the result of the fact that it is assured of the total paralysis of the

only body of the United Hations l-rhich is competent to call it to reason but

l'rhich at present cannot do so because of the abuse of the veto, which Israel can

count on in the Security Council.

As a natural result of this, Israel, which fears neither measures nor

sanctions on the part of the international community, no loneer feels the

obligation to bOlf even to those resolutions unanimously adopted by the Secl~ity

Council and the General Ass~Jbly of our OrGanization.

Israel has thus committed itself to a course which is not that of the

search for peace in the ~Iiddle East. But peace is indispensable for all the

St8.tes of the area., so that they can devote themselves to economic and social

development in order to assure the lTell-'ueing of their respective populations.

Israel cannot assure its national security by means of the violence and aggression

that it is carrying out aeainst its neighbours, particularly a~ainst the

P~lestinian people, to whom Israel denies even the right of coexistence.

I do not think it would be useful for me to d,-rell on the provocative

policies which Israel continues to pursue, even beyond its own borders. The policy

of Jewish settlements and the concomitant expropriation and displacement, not

to T.lention explusion, of thousands of Palestinian Arab families and the policy

of intimidation which often does ~10t stop short of murderous violence are contrary

to all the principles of international law and, more particularly, to the

Fourth Geneva Convention relating to the Protection of Civilian Populations in

Time of Har.

No country which is concerned only with the security of its territory would

ever pursue the kinds of plans that Israel is considering in the territories it

has occupied since 1967. Consequently, it is clear that the various annexations

of Arab lands as well as projects such as that to dig a canal connecting the

Dead Sea with the Mediterranean are only part of Israel's expansionist policy and

that Israel has no intention of returning to its mm borders.
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(~lr. Baranyanduza, '3urundi)

Consequently, the General Assembly must reaffirnl the inalienable ri~hts

of the Palestinian people to recover their land, establish an independent

State and exercise their ri~hts like all other peoples of the world.

This Assembly must unequivocally condemn the illegal occupation of

Arab territories by Israel and the annexation of Jerusalem and the Syrian Arab

Golan Heights. It must voice its indignation at the killinG of innocent

persons gunned dOl~ by Israeli soldiers. Israel's arbitrary diSMissal

of the lawfUlly elected mayors in the occupied territories and its

brutal repression of civilians ... sparing neither women~ children

nor the elderly - are acts that destroy the kind of climate needed

for negotiations.

~fuile we must condemn Israel's expansionist and aggressive policies,

they should not unduly surprise us if we think about its special alliances

with the bastions of anachronistic colonialism and irlpenitent imperialism

throughout the third l·Torld. These same imperialist circles which give it

moral, political and military support are indeed the very ones Which

unscrupulously try to impose their hegemony and seize whatever they

desire,on the fallacious pretext of defending their vital national

interests outside their own territories.

The solution to the question of Palestine has been delayed because of

the interests being pursued by those same Powers in that part of the world.

Therefore, as long as those interests remain and until those Powers decide

to recognize the interests of the other countries of the region, as long as

the Security Council remains paralysed, as long as hatred and intransigence

hold slmy and until there is tolerance and moderation in the hearts of all

the parties concerned, there will never be the kind of climate necessary

for negotiations and hence there will never be peace in the Vrlddle East.

Before I conclude, I should like to reiterate Burundi I s firm support for

the just struggle of the Palestinian people and its sole legiti~ate

representative, the Palestine Liberation Organization.

Finally, my hope is that the principles for the settlement of disputes

anlonG nations - non-use of force in international relations and mutual

respect - will prevail in relations among all States and peoples of the world.

----------------------'
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~~. LIPATOV (mcrainian Soviet Socialist Republic)(interpretation

from Russian): Since the suspension of the work of the seventh emergency

special session of the General Assenbly nearly two years have passed and~

unfortunately ~ we must note that the resolution adopted then, vThich

provides a smIDel, basis for a settlement of the questior. of' Palestine, has not

been implemented. Israel has Ilr;ain thrmm down a challenge to the international

cOMnunity and continues flagrantly to violate the United Nations Charter

and universally recognized norms of international law and to ignore with

impunity nlli~erous resolutions and decisions of the Security Council and

the General Assembly.

Prospects foT. an over-all settlement of the problem of the Middle East

seem more remote now' than they did tyTO years aeo. Since then the situation

in that explosive part of the world has seriously worsened, owing to Israel's

policy of increasing aggression and expansion. The international COl'lIllunity

has ~dtnet ad with great alarm the danGerous developments in that part of

the vTorlc1.

The Security Council, the General Assembly and other United Nations

bodies have l.}) s(,antly and attentively considered'this question. It should

suffice to recf:l.ll that over the past almost four months of this year the

Security Council has met four times, in addition to an e~~rgency special session

of the General Assembly, to consider the question of the 00nsequences of

the annexationist,nGgressive policy of Israel. The statements of

representatives of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) at

Security Council meetings in March ancl April of this year have shown the

proportions that have been assumed by the flagY."ant and massive violations of

the rir;hts of the Arab people of Palestine in the occupied territories.

reany representatives }mve quite rightly compared the methods of terror and

repression used by the Israeli authorities with the criminal Nazi practices, and

the distressing statistics that have been adduced in this regard serve only to

confirm that conclusion. In the 15 years of occupation, more than 250,000

Palestinians have been interroGated, thrown into Israeli prisons,

tortured or humiliated. Nore than one third of the land illegally

seized from the Arabs has been expropriated and more than 60 per cent
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of the Palestinians have been driven out of Palestine. In the course of la years

uore than 1,500 leaders of the Palestinian corIDlunity have been deported.

The policy of colonization of the seized lands continues at a tempestuous rate

and has assumed particularly large proportions since the Canlp David plot.

Terror anti violence against the Palestinian people have been elevated to

the status of State policy in Israel. In other words~ in~olerable

conditions are being created for the Palestinians and a deliberate policy

of changin~ the. historical character of the occupied Arab lands is being

pursued as a preliminary step towards their final annexation by force.

That is what took place before in regard to the east part of Jerusalem and

the Syrian Golan Heiehts.

The events of last n~nth very clearly reminded the world once again

of the tra~edy of the longo-suffering !! million Palestinian people. The

outrage and indignation of the Arab population of Palestine 1....ere caused

by the provocative decision of the occupying Israeli authorities to dissolve

the wunicipal Council of the to~n1 of El Bireh and dismiss the legally

elected mayor. Soon after that a similar fate befell the leaders ot

Nablus and TIamallah. A tidal wave of mass protests and demonstrations

a~ainst this crinunal policy of the ruling Zionist circles of Israel swept

through the streets of the to'nlS and cities of the occupied West Baruc and the

Gazu Strip. This was a natural reaction on the part of a people

deprived of its inalienable rights. The Israeli military machine has

attempted to find a 1'lay out of the crisis by inciting militaristic,

chauvinistic and expansionist passions, as well as by using weapons against

the defenceless civilian population.

Less than tw'O weeks ago we witnessed a new terrorist ""ct .. the shooting

of 1"orshippers in the AI Aqsa Hosque in East Jerusa.lem,1vhich has been occupied

by Tel Aviv. As a result there 1vere new victims: dozens killed b.nd 1'lOunded,

among them children, women and old persons. The fierce and cruel repression

carried. out by Israel is pursuing one clear purpose: intimidating

the Palestinians to force them to give up their inalienable rights and to
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asree with so-called administrative autonomy provided for by the anti-Arab

Camp David plot. It is quite clear that Camp David has proved a. dead··end

for its authors and set bad;: the cause of' a comprehensive settlement of the

Hiddle J~ast probleM. The atter.lpt to solve one of the key issues of this

problem uithout the participation of the representatives of the .Arab people

of Palestine has proved a total failure.

If there is p..nyone left in the Arab l'Torld who cherishes any illusions

about the true intentions of the United States in the Hiddle East and its

ability to pursue a realistic policy in the Arab-Israel conflict, the

establishment last November of the so·-called strateBic alliance between

the United States and Israel put an end to any such illusions.
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Responsibility for Israel's defiant conduct must be shared by the United

States, which has been arming and financing the aggressor and providing political

cover for the annexationist policy of Tel Aviv, thereby urging it on to ever

newer criminal anti-Arab actions. The United States is directing its strategic

alliance~ both directly and indirectly, to the commission of further crimes~

because such crimes are in harmony with the over-all strategic policy of ~he

United States in the region, consisting of the establishment of political,

economic and military dcmination over the Middle East, which has been declared

a sphere of United States vital interests. At all times and in all circumstances,

in the final analysis it justifies and covers up any aggressive action - any

anti-AI'ab raid - carried out by the Israeli military machine.

Incidentally, in the statement made at the 2356th meeting of the Security

Council, the representative of the United States reconfirmed the convergence of

interests of the two strategic allies and declared that that would:

"remain the basis ••• of a long and fruitful association in years to

come". (S/PV.2356. p. 66)

Two days ago, the whole world witnessed a further act of aggression in

the long series of criminal actions by the Israeli extremists. The Ukrainian

Soviet Socialist Republic categorically condemns the new piratical raid carried

out by the Israeli air force againwt peaceful Lebanese populated areas, which

took dozens of civilian lives. We wish to express our solidarity with the

Government and people of Lebanon, the Palestine resistance movement and all

Arab peoples that are valiantly defending their lawful rights and interests.

The Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, like all socialist countries,

has consistently stood for an honest, collective search for a comprehensive

settlement in the Middle East on a just and realistic basis, with the participation

of all in'~erested parties, including the Palestine Liberation Organization, the

sole, legitimate representative of the Arab people of Palestine. Such a

settlement should provide for the cessation of Israeli occupation of all Arab

territories seized in 1967, the implementation of the inalienable rights of the

Arab people of Palestine, including its right to the creation of its own State,

and guaranteeing the security and sovereignty of all States of that region.

--------------------------------
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ll'he long.-suffering Arab people of Palestine expects the resumed sevE.nth

emerGency special session of the General AS3embly to adopt effective decisions

that 1fill brin~ about a just solution to the Palestinian problem and eliminate

the acute crisis prevailing in the region, which constitutes a eenuine~ major

threat to international peace and securi..ty.

lir. PASTIlTEN (Finland): This seventh emergency special session has

been reconvened in a complex political situ~~ion. On the one hand, the expected

f :18.1 1ofithdra1'Ta1 of Israel from the Egyptian territory of Sinai is only a few

da~rs away, This 1·rould brillg the process of withdra1·ral and mutual recognition,

as between Dr,ypt and Israel, to completion. Yet the comprehensive peace

in the Middle East envisae;ec3. ir Security Council resolution 21f2 (1967)

seems as remote as ever. This breeds continued frustration and violence,

which is aggravated by Israel's settlement policy and its other illegal acts,

both on the occupied Hest Banlc and in t ',j Golan Heights. The St:curity Council

was recently seized of yet another act of violence - an act of desecration

against the Dome of the Rock. i\. 1·rave of protest has s10fept across the 1forld

of Islam. The situation in Lebanon~ ravaged by years of conflict, looks

more precarious than ever. lI'ha'c country is constantly subj ected to

internal as "Tell s.s ...~~tel·nFl.l.threats. The recent Israeli attack against

targets in Lebanon is but the latest demonstration of this and puts in

jeopar~y the fragile cease-fire, achieved after painstaking effort. The

Governrnent of Pi.nland appeals to all parties to refrain from violence and

border violations and to respect the territorial integrity and national

~overeignty of Lebanon, which is a prerequisite forthe restoration of

Lebanese authority OVE:..l:' its .01m t.erritory .

Yet t~lese circumstances, J:'egardless of their gravity ~ cannot be

consideJ:'ed in isolation from the over-all situation in the Hiddle East, vThic11

continues to pose the most persistent threat to international peace and

security. Every act that a.ggravates the situation compounds that threat.
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Finland remains conunitted to a political settlement of the I.riddle East

conflict through negotiation, in accordance with the basic documents of the

United Nations "hich would govern the achievement of such a solution.

In accordance with its policJr of neutrality, Finland has tal.en a balanced

and conciliatory position on the various controversial issues in the ~tlddle

East. We have thus maintained good relations with all nations concerned,

including the most inunediate parties to the dispute. It is our firm intention

to continue this policy and thereby preserve the confidence of all parties

to the conflict in the I·1iddle East. Thus we have been able to render to all

concerned such peaceful services as are required. A tangible expression of that

is the contribution which Finland has been making to the United Nations

peace-keeping activities in the area fl'Oill their very beginning.

The Go~erlunent of Finl~nd continues to ~~nsider Security COilllCil

resolution 242 (1967) the besis for the achievement of a just and lasting

peace in the iaddle East. It has lost none of its relevance. If anything,

recent events sel~e to underline the continuing validity of the basic

principles of that resolution. That resolution emphasized the inadmissibility

of the acquisitior. of territory by '·1ar. In its key provisions it cnlled for

the withdrawal of Israeli armed forces from territories occupied in the 1967
conflict, termination of all claims or states of beJ.ligerency and respect for

and acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political

independence of all States in the pr~a and their right to live in peace

1vithin seClU'e and recognized bound4,·'es, free from threats or acts of force.
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Those principles, which are the basis for a comprehensive process of

peace, have yet to be put into effect. Nevertheless, they constitute a basic

requirement for a just solution in the realms both of international law and of

practical politics. It is essential that nothing be done by any party to the

conflict, either by emissicn or by coro~ission, in contravention of those

principles. By the terms of Security Council resolution 21~2 (1967) it is

imperative that the ultimate status of occupied territories not be prejudged

before a comprehensive solution has been found.

Time has undeniably shown that the core of the problem is the need for

recognition of tb~ legitimate rights of the Palestinian people. Therefore,

the recognition of those rights should not remain an abstraction. It is a

reality that cannot be ignored. No one questions that the right of the Palestinians

to self-determination must be part and parcel of a comprehensive settlem~nt

the Hiddle East. He therefore support the right of the Palestine Liberation

Organization, as the most significant representative of the Palestinians, to

participate in the negotiations on the implementation of the legitimate rights

of the Palestinians within the framework of a comprehensive solution to the

I'Iiddle East. problem.

Yet justice for one cannot be done by doing injustice to the other. Israel,

like all other States in the area, has the right to live in peace vrithin secure

and recognized boundaries.

Those elements should constitute a basis for an evolving international

consensus and a structure for peace in the Middle East. It is our hope that the

proceedings of this resumed seventh emergency special session, for their

part, will contribute to that end.

Hr. SUJA (Czechoslovaltia): The fa'.:~· that the seventh emergency

special session of the General Assembly has been resumed under your experienced

leadership, Hr. President, at the request of non-aligned countries constitutes

an unequivocal expression of the increased and fully justified concern of those

countries over the continued aggression and the expansionist pOlicies of the

Israeli ruling circles in the Middle East. It is a logical response to the

cynical trampling upon the inalienable rights of the Arab Palestinian people.
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It is a concentrated expression of their dissatisfaction at the fact that Israel

continues to ignore the ~rinciples embodied in the United Nations Charter and

to disregard resolutions of the General Assembly and the Security Council,

inclu~ing General Assembly resolution ES"7/2, adopted by the Assembly earlier

in this seventh emergency special session.

Czechosloval~ia too regards the very fact of the resumption of this session

as proof of the extraordinary im~ortance that is attached by the international

community to the question of Palestine at a time when Israel is once again

aggravating the situation in the Middle East, thus threatening the very

foundations of international peace and security.

The new ~ave of terror and repression against the Palestinian population

unleashed by Israel on the Hest Bank and .in the Gaza Strip, and the further

unlawful measures tal~en by Israeli occ~p'ation authorities in those territories,

in Jerusalem and in the Golan Heights - which ",ere described in detail by the

representative of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), Mr. Faroul~ Kaddoumi,

by the Deputy Prime Minister and !1inister for Foreign Affairs of Syria,

Mr. Khaddam, and by a number of other speakers who addressed the Assembly

from this rostrum .., testify to the fact that those acts are a deliberate

prelude to a new display of Israeli wilfulness. They are obvious proof that,

following on the annexation of East Jerusalem and the Syrian Golan Heights,

Israel is preparinG another annexation, in order to perpetuate and to consolidate

its gains in _~ab territories acquired by force. At the same time, Israel is

ar,ain bombing the territory of Lebanon, turning that country into a present-·day

Carthage. Together with the separ~tist forces in the South, it is preparing

a new wide-ranging aggression against the northern part of the country.

Regrettably, one cannot but note once again that Israel is acting thus

under the full protection, and with the military, economic~ diplomatic and moral

support, of the United States, securing the "vital interests ll of the United

States in that region, as well as pursuing its own expansionist intentions. In an

effort to upset the strategic equilibrium in the world, the United States is

relying on rapid deployment forces and is establishing new bases for further

military adventures in that extremely sensitive part of the world. There is no

doubt that the policy of the United States, designed to strengthen its militery

and political presence in the iliddle East, leads only to a further growth of

tensi.on throughout the world.
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The growing violence, repression, terrorism and annexation - those basic

attributes of the non-peace-loving national policy of Israel·· reveal the utter

failure of its approach to the solution of the question of Palestine in accordance

with the Camp David scenario, which was presented to us by its authors as an

"example of peace l
; in the I·fiddle East. There is a growing awareness that those

agreements cannot and could not have resolved the situation in the Middle East,

because they were concluded without the participation, and behind the backs,

of the Arab Palestinian people and its sole legitimate respresentative. the

Palestine Liberation Organization. By deciding about them without them, w~dch

has well-known historical parallels, these agreements completely ignore their

legitimate rights and strive to perpetuate Israeli occupaticn of Arab territories.

Today it is quite clear - and it was quite clear from the very be~inning - that

a just solution to the Palestinian issue represents a conditio ~in~ qua non for

the settlement of the conflict and a fundamental condition for stability in the

Middle East. That objective, however, cannot be achieved either by the

"step-by-step policy:; of the United States or by the Camp David agreements. In

our opinion, as recently reiterated by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of

Czechoslovakia, Comrade Bohuslav Chnoupek when he received heads of diplomatic

missions of the Arab States in Prague, it is necessary not only to reject those

agreements, but also to strive for a comprehensive political settlement by nleans

of an international conference with the participation of all the interested

parties, including the PLO.

In a communique issued yesterday at th~ conclusion of the visit of the

Czechoslov&~ Foreign Minister to Iraq, it was stated that

HBoth sides emphatically condemned the Camp David agreements, which

run against the interests of the Arab people, sanction aggression and

the annexation of Arab territories, deny the national rights of the

Palestinian people, and strengthen the influence of ft~erican imperialism

in the region.
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':The parties expressed their full support for the struggle of the

Palestinian people under the leadership of the Palestine Liberation

OrGanization as its sole le~itimate r~nresentative. Poth si~es condemned

the ccntinuinf! hostil.'- nolicY of tl'e United States conc.uctf'o. 8"'ainst the

'rvh countries and the Palestinian people and directed at the unequivocal

and unconditional support of Israel. 11

The current mass resistance of the Arab population of the West Bank and

the Gaza Strip offers irref\ltable evidence of the firm determination o~ the Arab

Palestinian people to fisht for their national rights under the leadership

of the PLO until their final victory. The just resistance of the proud

and unvanquished people of Palestine~ several generations of whom have now

lived as refugees, confirms that its aspirations to freedom and to peaceful

life in its own State will be implemented at some time. The establishment

of a Palestinian State is a basic prerequisite for the solution to the

question of Palestine. The sooner that reality is understood by Israel

itself and its allies, the better it will be for peace and security in the

Middle East and throughout the world.

I should like to affirm from this rostrum that the Czechoslovak Socialist

Republic will continue to strengthen and expand all-round mutual friendly

relations with the Palestinian people and its sole leGitimate representative,

the Palestine Liberation Organizfftion.

A comprehensive~ just and lasting settlement of the situation in the

Middle East, striven for by the peace-loving forces of the ~nlo1e world

requires: First, the unconditional and complete withdrawal of Israeli

troops from all Arab territories occupied in 1967, inclUding Jerusalem;

secondly, the safeguarding of the inalienable nRtional rights of the

Arab Palestinian people, including "the right to the establishment of

its own independent State; and thirdly~ the safeguarding of the sovereignty

and security of all the States of that region. That is a basic position

to Which my country has consistently adhered.

The lonp.-lastinp, tragic development in the Middle Fast shows that a
comprehensive, Just and lastinp settle~ent of the situation can be achieve0 only

hy serious, collective efforts of all the interested parties, including the PLO

as an equal participant in that settlement.
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Since Israel has consistentlY refused to take note of the will of the

ovel1"helminp ma,1ority of ',_he international community, we too share the view that

there is no other wa,y open to the United Nations but to adopt effective measures in

accordance with the United Nations Charter.

Mr. BALETA (Albania) (interpretation from French) : The resumption of the

seventh emer~ency special session of the General Assembly of the United Nations was

made necessary by the unbridled escalation of agpressive actions on the part of the

Israeli Zionists against the Palestinian people and by the extremelY prave

situation which prevails in the occupied Palestinian and Arab territories and the

Hiddle East in p:eneral.

The crimes ~ the massacres, the racist policy of p;'enocide, the lar~e-·scale acts

of terrorism which the Israeli 7.ionists have been carrying out for decades in the

occupied Palestinian and Arab territories, have become ever more intense ann have

assumed new and more dangerous proportions since the first part of the seventh

emer~ency special session convened in July 10AO. That r.as been amp~y demonstrated

by the many speakers who have preceded us at this rostrum. F.verything shows that

the crimes of the Israeli Zionists and their patrons~ the American imperialists,

ar,ainst the Palestinian people are b€~omin~ more numerous and more odious every

day.

The strategy of the martyred Palestinian people, which has lasted far too

lonp:~ is beinr: felt very deeply by everyone everywhere. The peoples, the

pro~ressive world, the peace- and freedom-Iovinp peoples are ceaselessly condemninp.

with indignation the aggressive acts of the Israeli Zionists and their growing

arrogance and un~aralleled cynicism. Solidarity with the strur,~le of the

Palestinian people and support for their just cause is being manifested vigorously,

as it always has been~ by propressiv? neonles and forces.

But it should also be noted that it is becominp. ever more clear after each act

of a~gression of the Israeli 7.ionists that those ruthless butchers of the

Palestinian people and the blood.Y instrument of American imperia.lism do not have

the slip:htest intention of heedinp the voice of protest of world public opinion or

of slowing do~vn the escalation of their ag~ressive annexationist actions. The most

recent evidence of that is the decision to annex the Golan Heip.hts and the brutal
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bombing recently carried out by the Zionist air force agRinst Lebanon. That ne~'1

crime ap,ainst the Palestinian and Lebanese people is an act of defiance of the

international community and the United Nations. It is clearly part of the whole

traditional policy and practice of the Israeli Zionists and their American

imperialist mast~rs. It is in vain that the latter have attempted to distance

themselves from the misdeeds of their prote~es by alle~ing their discontent and

displeasure at certain Israeli actions when the whole world is well aware that they

are encouraging and in fact givinp.; their blessinr in advance to, as "rell as aidinp-'

and abetting <' all the acts of the Zionists.

There can be no doubt that the Israeli Zionists would lonp. ago have been

ulaced in a position where they could not continue so arrogantly and so

disdainfully to carry out their barbarous acts of aggression apainst and military

occllpation of Palestinian and Arab territories without the comprehensive ann

uninterrupted aid and open protection of the United States~ which has thus become a

direct accomplice in all the crimes committed by Israel, including those committed

most recently. The United States is also one of the principal prota~onists in all

the perfidious plots which have been hatched so far ae:ainst the ca.use of the

Palestinian peo~le and against the le~itimate rights and interests of the peoples

and countries of the Arab world.

lfith every passin~ day it is becoming clearer how much Israel has benefited

and continues to benefit from the dangerous situations and the many difficulties

Which have been created for the Arab countries and peoples and the Middle East

because of the bitte~ rivalry and the bargaining which is ceaselessly takinp.; place

between the two imperialist super-Powers, the United States end the Soviet Union,

to dominate the Hiddle Rast region and to extend their spheres of influence. The

Soviet Union? Which calls itself a friend of the Ara,b peoples .. has, lH:e the United

States~ none the less stabbed them in the back and busied itself in undermining

their unity or in sellinp, them out whenever that suited the arnhitions of Soviet

social ..·imuerialism in the Middle East or else''1here. The steppinr up of American

and Soviet interference in the Middle East? the anti-Palestinian and anti-Arab plot

of Camp David, the launching and the continuine: of Soviet military occupation of

Afghanistan and the armed conflict in the repion of the Persian Gulf have all been,

for Israel, favourable opportunities which it has ea~erly ~rasped to accelerate the

application of its age-old expansionist and annexationist designs.
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The Albanian delegation once again vigorously condemns the

continuation of Zionist imperialist a~gression a~ainst the Palestinian

people and the other Arab peoples and all the plots aimed at undermining

the struggle of these peoples and preventing them from restoring their

national ri~hts. The Palestinian people, so sorely tried but battle··hardened

in a lone national liberation struggle, is still involved in an unequal but

glorious fight against the Israeli Zionists, the American imperialists

and the hostile policies of many other reactionary forces. But we a.re sure

that this heroic people, led by the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO),

its sole and authentic representative, will triumph over its enemies thanks

to its indomitable fighting spirit and "(.,ill "(Tithout fail succeed in regaining

its country and recovering its inalienable rights.

As was said by the leader of the Albanian people, Comrade Enver Hoxha:

IlThe Albanian people is linked by sincere and longstanding friendship

with the Arab peoples. 1fe have supported and we shall continue to support

to the utmost and energetically the just struggle of the Arab peoples

for the liberation of their territories occupied by the Zionist Israeli

aggressors and for the restoration of the legitimate rights of the

martyred Palestinian people. The heroic Palestinian people and its legal

representative, the PLO, have had and will continue to have in the People's

Socialist Republic of Albania and in i.ts people sincere friends and

determined defenders of their just national cause. 11

11r. ROCA (Argentina) (interpretation from Spanish): ~le Republic of

Argentina has on other occasions already expressed its serious concern over the

question of Palestine.

~W country sympathizes ereatly vrith the suffering of all the peoples of

the area over the past three decades.

1fe have given concrete expression to our concern throueh our participation in

the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine (UNTSO) and

in our actions both in the General Assembly and in the Security Council.
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The most recent events in the area show that there is an even greater

need to consider without delay whatever means can put an end to a situation

which has become a growing threat to international peace and security and

also to take up the just cause of the Palestinian people.

The solution we seek must reflect the purposes and principles of the

Charter of our Organization and tak.e into account the interests of all the

parties in a just and equitable manner.

Since the 1967 conflict, our position has been consistent and unchanging:

Israel must withdraw unconditionally from all the occupied territories.

Thus we have conderr~ed the illegal meas~res adopted by Israel to alter

the legal status, geographic character and demographic composition of these

territories. These measures are in open violation of the international

obligations imposed by resolutions of the General Assembly and the Securit3r

Council and by the 19!~9 Fourth Geneva Convention.

lIe have also been very clear about the Holy City of Jerusalem.

Already in 19!~9, Argentina took the intiative in drafting what later became

General Assembly resolution 303 (IV), which advocated a special status for

the Holy City. It is a place of vital importance for Christianity, Judaism

and Islam. For its part, Security Council resolution 476 (19GO) made it quite

clear that the status of Jerusalem cannot be resolved in keeping with

incidental strategic or military interests but must take into account the

values of the history, religion and cultt~e of the three communities just mentioned.

I should like now to reiterate our position with regard to the inalienable

rights of the Palestinian people to self-determination and the establishment of

its o,m sovereign State. As lre have already stated in the General Assembly,

these ~ights must be exercised freely by a Palestinian authority having full

ju~isdiction over its territory and its natural resources.

In the 1980 General Assenfuly emergency session, we maintained that a

solution could not be imposed by violence or through a lack of respect for the

legitimate rights of th~ parties. Formulas must be found enabling them to recognize

the possibilities for peace and rapprochement, and it is the responsibility of

this Organization to help them to do so not only by drawing attention to

well-knolffi dangers but also by redoubling our efforts in the search for peaceful

and lasting solutions.
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As I said at the beginning of my statement, the most recent acts of

violence underscore the urgency of this session. The newspapers tell us

of Israel's air attacks in areas of Beirut, and we are well ai-Tare of the

serious confrontations in the Hest Bank, the Syrian Golan Heights and the

Holy City of Jerusalem.

The dissolution of the Municipal Council of El Bireh and the dismissal

of its mayor, as well as the dismissalS of the legally elected mayors of

Nablus and Ramallah and the actions of the Israeli occupying authorities,

unquestionably aggravate the critical situation. They are concrete proof

that the question of Palestine requires, ever more urgently, a just and

re~listic solution based on the purposes and principles of the United Nations

Charter.

1'le must vigorously condemn Israel's violations of Lebanese air space and

its bombings of Palestinian settlements in Eeirut this week. Such actions

systematically stand in the way of any progress towards international peace

and security. The international community must react unanimously to this breach

of the cease-fire agreed upon last July.

1ve do not believe that these new attacks against the Palestine Liberation

Orr,anization are the proper means to resolve the conflict. On the contrary,

they reflect Israel's stubborn resort to the use of force, which the United

Nations must reject. The Palestine Liberation Organization, the representative

of the Palestinian people, must be a party to the negotiations leading to an

urgent and definitive solution.
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As long as there remain conditions that p~event the continuity and prosperity

of Palestinian settlements, it is clear that confrontations, which are the

concrete manifestations of that crisis, will continue.

A lasting settlement requires, first, recognition of the inalienable

right of the Palpstinian people to establish a sovereign State~

secondly, the right of all States in the area to exist and to live in peace

within secure and internationally recognized bounda.ries j thirdl~r ~ Israel's

withdrawal from all the Arab and Palestinian territories it has occupied since

1967; and fourthl~r, recognition of a. special status for the Holy City of

Jerusalem in accordance with General Assembly resolution 303 (IV).

The United Nations has a fundamental role to play and it cannot shirIt its

responsibility. On many occasions it has issued appeals to both parties for

conciliation and mutual respect. Furthermore, it has reitera1 'd to the Government

of Israel the overriding need to abide by the resolutions that the Security

Council and General Assembly have adopted as indispensable stages on the path

towards a settlement of the question of Palestine and the situation in the

Middle Fast.

~1r. ~~INA (Kenya): Mr. President, I should like to pay a tribute

to you for the efforts you have made in handling the ,,,ork of the General Assembly

since you tooIt office last fall. He have faith and hope that durine; your

presidency this Organization will find solutions to some of the knotty problems

that have eluded solution for so long.

\'le have assembled here once more on the question of Palestine. As we d(J

so, we are fully conscious of the ma,ny resolutior.s tha.t have been adopted bJr

the Security Council and the General Assembly for the solution of the p.'(·'~bJ.);·51,

of Palestine. However, judging by the conduct of Israel in thE? pas'!; ,lYe calmot

see anything that encourages us to believe that one more reSc.\11rtion by this

Assembly would be heeded by Israel. 1~e have listened carefully to the

response given by the representative of Israel to the charges levelled against

his Government regarding violations of international law and human rights in

the Palestinian territories Israel has unla,,,fully occupied since 1967, and we

find it very unsatisfactory. In the past, Israel has pleaded that it went to

,var in 1967 as a pr!" ..emptive act of self-defence. That argument has in the
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course of time been superseded by claims that the territories it occupied by

forc~ were its territories recovered from others. There must be terrible

inconsistencies that lend credence to the charges levelled against Israel that

it harbours insatiable expansionist designs, which will continue to endan~er

peace and security not only in the Middle East but in the world as a whole.

He cannot fail to observe the little re~ard Israel has for peacp. and

security and, worst of all, for human life, judging by the diversionary

attacks launched barely t110 days a~o on Lebanon. He believe that those

callous attacks cn Lebanese territory were desiened to divert the attention

of the Israeli people from the firm action required to evacuate the persons

in the r~~aining part of occupied Sinai. To say this is not to underestimate

the inflamed public opinion in certain segments of Israeli society, which had

been misled over the past 15 years to believe that the territories invaded

and occupied during the war of aggression of 1967 would remain part of an

expanded Israel. Israel has a major responsibility to ensure that its people

are not led to believe that there is no limit to the expansion of their Staxe

and territory at the expense of their neighbours.

The current military advantages enjoyed by Israel vis-a·-vis its neighbours

should be used to consolidate peace and security by coming to terms with its

neighbours and to restore the usurped inaliene.ble rigr.'ts of the Palsti.nian

people with a view to establishing permanent peace and security for all in

the region. The use of force to create permanent 'Hrongs and grievances

will only produce permanent insecurity and dan~er for all.

All the activi,ties of the Government of Israel in the territories illegally

seized from its neighbours in 1967 show the determination of that Government

to annex those territories to Israel on a permanent basis. The reasoning given

in this hall and else,rhere does not represent any logic or truth on which a

permanent peace can be established in the area.

I,~ delegation has long emphasized that the solution to the problem of

Palestine must be found through implementation of resolutions 242 (1967) and

338 (1973) of the Security Council and, above all, acceptance of the right of

all States in the area. to exist in peace within recognized, e.ccepted 8,no.

thel'efore secure boundaries. ''le have also stressed the need to solve the
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problem of the displaced people of Palestine by establishing a free, independent

and truly sovereign home for them. He have all-l8.YS addressed this call to

Israel and its Arab neighbours. WP. think manyt5opportunities have been lost

in the last few years 'to solve the problem of Palestine permanently.

\'Te renew this call and urge 1:srael, as "fell as its Arab neighbours, to ponder

the dangers inherent in perpetuating injustice by defying resolutions of the

United Nations and international law.

On this occasion we must condemn the Israeli practices in the occupied

territories, in particular the indiscriminate killing of and attacks on unarmed

Palestinians by Israeli troops. That constitutes a gr~ss violation of human

rights. The decision to extend civilian rule to the occupied te~ritories sets

a bad precedent and serves only to frustrate further the search for a peaceful

settlement of the Middle East problem. That action of the Government of Israel

deserves condemnation by all peace-loving Members of this Organization.
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On this occasion" uhen events elsel1here in the 'Uorld are driftinG

dunGero~sly towards chaos and conflict, it is riGhc and proper that we also

pay attention to other areas of the 1'10rld in 'o1hich peace and securiJ"y: for

"'hich this Organization stands ~ are being 'Tantonly destroyed. The most

recent occurrence :' the invasion and occupation of the Falkland Islands

by Argentina in defiance of intern.:ltiollal lall and sIlecific appeals bJr the

SecurHy Council ~. must be condemned.

ArGentina has blatantly ignored a mandatory resolution issued by the

Security Council calling upon it to withdraw from the Falkland Islands, which

it has invaded under the pretext of debatable claims of sovereignty. The

acquisition of territory by force of arms is unacceptable to all the peace

loving people of the '010r1d. 1;jy delesation c;alls upon .Argentina to comply

with Security Council resolution 502 (J902) by withdrawing its invasion

forces from the Falkland Islands and seeking a peaceful settlement of its

dispute l1ith Britain. Any attempt tc) turn logic and reason upside down

by describinG Britain as tIle aggressor on this occasion will not succeed,

as the non-aligned countries uill not support the dangerous resort to the

use of force in the settlement of international disputes.

He take no pleasure ':.n referrin3 to these dangerous trends" but l1e

feel duty-bound to do so since remaining silent may be misinterpreted as

condoning tIlem. These trends are entirely contrarJ" to the principles of .

the Chal'ter of the United Hations and international law. This is not just

a stricture asainst ArGentina, though it is the latest Member of the

united Hations to join the club of the notorious felT who defy or frustrate

the peace··making efforts of this Organization. He include in this category

all those ,nlO have in the last feu years resorted to the use of arms to

press their territorial claims in contravention of the crlarter of the United

Nations. Unless this trend is halted and reversed J all the efforts of this

Organization to build a structure of peace and security through the peaceful

settlement of disputes over the last 36 years 'rill have been ill vain. He

must renew our resolve, and we must not fail.
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iir. KIRCA (Turkey) ': The question of Palestine remains unresolved

and thereby continues to pose a Brave threat to world peace and security.

Developments and events in the region since this emergency special session

began almost two years aco have n~st regrettably served to erode even

further the fragile prospects of a. just and lasting settlement in the area,

indeed; the prospects of solution of the Palestine question are

siGnificantly dinune":' today than ever before.

Our purpose here is not to prophesy doom~ rather, it is to emphasize

that the situation in the iiiddle I:ast is extl'emely serious and that it is

c;ettinG ,.;ors every day. He are very concerned. He also I.now that the

entire international conununity is very concerned and ",atching ,dth great

apprehension tbe terrible events unfoldine in the territories occupied by

Israel. ~fe believe that the need for restraint and moderation by all the

parties:, and in particular for Israel to restore some deeree of responsibility

and reason to its policies and actions, is ureent and imperative.

The C-overmnent of r:r'urkey hopes that the General Assembly will at

this seventh emergency special session find it possible, throur-h its

discussions and the resolution it will eventually adopt, to make a positive

contribution towards the restoration of the inalienable rights of the

Arab Palestinian people. If at the end. of the current debate we discover

that not the cause of justice and peace but the destructive tendencies of

intransigence and of escalated confrontation have been served as a result

of our present endeavours, shall we not have defeated our Ol~ purpose and

our desire to be helpful in the solution of the Palestine question?

The United Nations General Asse~bly, aud particularly the Security

Council, must resolutely p,~sue those efforts aimed at findinG appropriate,

realistic and feasible ways and means of reachinG a just, lastinG and

comprehensive solution to the Question of Palestine, lrhich constitutes

the crux and core of the Hiddle East problem.

The situation in the Palestinian and other Arab territories under

Israeli occupation since 1967, includinG Jerusalem~ is fast deteriorating

The extension of Israeli la.,r and administration to the SJTian Golan Heights 

in short its annexation - the arbitrary dismissal of democratically elected
municipal officials in the occupied territories, and the continuinG bloodshed

and oppression of innocent and unarmed civilians in the occupied
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territories arc the most recent manifestations of Israel's intransigence and

ag~ression. The universally cond~nned criminal sacrilege perpetrated at

Al Aqsa Hosque and the Dome of the Rock has also deepl)r inflamed the elilotions

of all believers ever~·nlere and has ft~ther increased tensions in the already

vole.tile occupied territories. A potentially catastrophic trend has set

in. The responsibility for this iIlost dangerous deterioration rests ,.,rith

Israel~ "'hich in utter defiance of the United Nations resolutions arroc;antly

persists. in its policies of aGgression~ expansion~ illegal settlements

and annexation. Of all the States of the region~ it is in our vie" Israel

that has to strive the hardest for the establishment of genuine conditions

of peace and security by first respecting the inalienable rights of the Arab

Palestinian people rather than attempting systenlatically to liquidate the

Arab Palestinian cause of national fulfilment.

He urge Israel once aGain to abandon the path of one··sided notions of

justice and to be realistic and respectful of the rights of others. The

use of force and the acquisition of territory by force, the application of

oppressive policies against the civilian population under its occupation~

and ignoring all opportunities for reconciliation will not bring about

the peace Israel claims to favour. Nor will they suffice for the suppression

of the legitimate struggle of the valiant Arab Palestinian people for

the restoration of their inalienable rights.

He call on Israel to abide by United Nations resolutions, to respect

the vrinciples of international la"" in particular the principle of the

inafuuissibility of the acquisition of territory by force) and to observe those

pertinent rules of international la"" in particular the Fourth Geneva

Convention; that are applicable to all territories occupied by Israel since

1967,. including Jerusalem.
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tk seize thio occasion also to urge the friends of Israel to exercise

their influence over Israel with a view to impelling it to be reasonable and

res~onsible. If Israel and its friends wish Israel to be secure and in peace

lrith its neighbours, they must work hard for it and realistically acknol'11edge

the entire contents of the balance sheet that will bring about the desired

state of affairs in the region.

The Government of Turkey believes, as we have reiteratecl. on many previous

occasions, that a just~ comprehensive and lasting peace in the l1iddle East

can be established only after the achievement of a just solut.ion to the

Palestine question on the basis of the full and unfettered exercise by the

Arab Palestinian people of their inalienable rights.

Such a settlement must ensure int~~lia the withdrawal by Israel from

all the Palestinian and other Arab territories under its occupation since

1967~ inclUdinG Jerusalem; respect by Israel for the special status and unique

character of the Holy City of Jerusalem; the riGhts of the Arab Palestinian

people reearding their homes and property and, particularly, their rieht to

self~determinationwithout external interference and to national independence

and sovereignty~ inclUding the right to establish their OllO independent

sovereiGn State.

Such a settlement must also ensure the equal participation of the Palestine

Liberation Organization as the representative of the Palestinian people at

all times and in all undertakinGS within the United Nations system concerning

the question of Palestine.

Turkey~ as u member of the Con~ittee on the Exercise of the Inalienable

Rights of the Palestinian People, feels that the endorsement of the recommendations

of the Committee by the General Assembly would attest once again to the continuing

validty of the principles and elements contained in them. t~ hope that the

Securit~r Council will at an early and opportune time find it possible to act

upon those recommendations.
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Furthermore, Turkey uill not fail to support and encouracre all reasonable

initiatives designed to solve the question ot Palestine on the basis we have just

explained - initiatives \lhich have the support of the Arab Palestinian people ard:l

provide for the equal and effective participation of its representative ~ the

Palestinian Liberation Or~anization. In this re~ard, the Government of Turkey

would like to recall the constl'\1ctive initiative taken by Saudi Arabia.

The GOvernment of "rurkey "Till strive for the peaceful and honour.:4~le solution

of the Palestinian CJ,uestion. The Turkish people will not deviate from their

consistent support and fraternal dedication to the le~itimate strugr-le of the Arab

Palestinian people. He kno"T that justice "rill ultimatelY l?revail. He pra,v that the

road to justice 'rill be paved not with more bloodshed J but ,dth reason.

ORGANIZATION OF HOOK

The PRESIDm~: I should like to refer brieflY to two matters: first,

the schedule of this resumed seventh emergency special session, and secondly ~ t~e

resumption of the thirty-sixth session of the General Assembly.

As representatives know, the list of speakers on the ltQuestion of Palestine"

is closed. There are still 35 speakers to be heard. It is rrtY' intention to

conclude the deb&te on Monda,v afternoon, 2~ April. I would therefore request those

delegations having draft resolutions to submit them to the Secretariat as soon as

possible so they may be considered and voted on Tuesday mornine;, 27 April.

As I hav-s already informed the Chairmen of the Rep;ional Groups. it is also my

intention to reconvene the thirty-sixth regular session of the General Assembly on

Hec'lnesday, 28 April, for three purposes:

First, I shall report on any developments on apoenda item 37, entitled

"Launchinp; of global negotiations on international economic co-operation for

development II which, as members will recall ~ remains on our agenda for the thirtv

sixth session.

SecondlY, I shall inform the membership about developments with regard to

another item which is still on our agenda, namelY, item 60, relatin~ to the

financin~ of the United ~Tations Relief and Horks Ar,ency.
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Thirdly, I would invite the attention of delegations to a letter dated

22 April 1982 - that is, yesterday - from the President of the Economic and

Social Council dealing with a matter of concern to the Executive Board of the

United Nations Children's Fund. At its special session on 16 April 1982, the

Executive Board adopted by consensus a recommendation to expand the membership

of the Board from the present 30 to 41. The Economic and Social Council, at its

thirteenth plenary meeting yesterday, 22 April, considered that recommendation

as a matter of urgency and has submitted a draft resolution, entitled IIEnlargement

of the Executive Board of the United Nations Children '9 Fund ll
, for adoption by

the General Assembly at its earliest convenience. The letter to me from the

'i~1"esident of the E~onomic and Social Council has been circulated in document

A/36/872" with the draft resolution as annex II of that document.

The meeting rose at 1 p.m.




